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Game theoreticexplanationsof the evolution of humanbehaviorhave becomeincreasingly widespread.At their best, they allow us to abstractfrom misleadingparticulars in orderto betterrecognizeand appreciatebroad patternsin the phenomenaof human social life. We discuss this explanatory strategy, contrasting it with the particularist methodology of contemporaryevolutionarypsychology.We introducesome guidelines for the assessment of evolutionary game theoretic explanations of human behavior: such explanations should be representative,robust, and flexible. Distinguishingthese features sharplycan help to clarify the import and accuracyof game theorists'claims about the robustnessand stability of their explanatoryschemes. Our centralexample is the work of Brian Skyrms,who offers a game theoreticaccount of the evolution of our sense of justice. Modeling the same Nash game as Skyrms, we show that, while Skyrms'account is robust with respectto certainkinds of variation,it fares less well in other respects. *ReceivedFebruary1997;revisedJune 1997. tSend reprintrequeststo Justin D'Arms, Departmentof Philosophy, Ohio State University, 350 University Hall, 230 North Oval Mall, Columbus, OH 43210. Or e-mail: [email protected]. WWewould like to thank John Doris, William Harms, Brian Skyrms, Neil Tennant, Mark Wilson, an audienceat University of PittsburghCenterfor History and Philosophy of Science,and seminarsat Bowling Green State Universityand Ohio State University for helpful discussionsand criticism.We would also like to thank Elliott Sober and an anonymous refereefor Philosophy of Science for detailed and helpful written comments. Robert Batterman'swork has been partially supported by the National ScienceFoundation underAward No. SBR-952052. Philosophy of Science, 65 (March 1998) pp. 76-102. 0031-8248/98/6501-0004$2.00 Copyright 1998 by the Philosophy of Science Association. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction.In an interestingnew book and some recent articles, Brian Skyrmshas proposed a game theoreticaccount of how norms of fair dealing, or justice, might have evolved (1994, 1996a, 1996b). In one important respect, Skyrms'swork adopts the explanatorymethodology of earlierwork by Robert Axelrod (1984). Each of these authors seeks to give an account of the evolution of certainbroadlymoral aspects of human behavior at a very high level of abstraction. Each claims a kind of robustness for the strategies he explores. And each holds, in effect, that a mathematicalmodel of the evolution of human behaviorcan explain our moral behaviorand thought while remaining entirelyagnostic about the psychologicalmechanismsunderlyingthem, or the evolutionaryhistories from which they emerge. Given the way this programcontravenesthe dominantmethodological commitmentsof contemporaryevolutionarypsychologistsas well as those of philosophical critics of sociobiology, it is somewhat surprisingthat there has been so little critical reaction. Onefears that were the conclusions less anodyne, the methodology would be scrutinized more closely. In this paper,we focus primarilyon Skyrms'swork, though some of our claims apply to Axelrod as well. We begin by developing one of Skyrms'scentralexamples in some detail. We show how strongly his results depend upon a form of correlation that we later call into question. In Section 3, we situate Skyrms'sand Axelrod's work within a broad taxonomy of strategiesof evolutionaryexplanation, surveyingsome familiarworriesabout evolutionaryexplanations of human behavior. We also articulate some general criteriawhich a game theoretic approach to these issues must satisfy, in order to meet its explanatory debts. In Section 4, we discuss some results that undermine Skyrms's account of the evolution of justice, using a model which, we argue, is more realisticthan Skyrms's. 2. Skyrms'sAccount.Skyrmsdiscusses a numberof different,broadly "cooperative"strategies,in a numberof differentgames. But his most developedmodel focuses on a bargaininggame originallydiscussedby John Nash (1950). In this game, two players are to divide a cake. In the basic version of the game, each must decide independentlyhow much of the cake to demand, without negotiation (here "bargaining game" is a misnomer), and knowing nothing about the other player. The players submit these "bids" to a neutral party, the "referee,"who adds up the two bids. If, between them, the players have demanded more than 100% of the cake, neither player gets anything, and the refereeeats the cake. If the bids sum to 100%of the cake or less, each player gets what she demanded. The intuitively sensible strategy, Skyrms says (and we agree), is to
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demand 1/2 the cake. This is also the strategy most people use, when the game is played in the laboratory. The sociobiological approachis to take intuitive plausibilities and widespread propensities as themselves data to be explainedby evolution. Skyrmsasks why this strategy seems so intuitive, and he thinks the solution lies in an evolutionary model of a competition between differentpossible strategies. Imaginea population in which individualspursuedifferentstrategies (i.e. claim different amounts of cake) in the bargaining game. For simplicity, consider Skyrms's model of a population with only three strategies:"Demand 1/2," "Demand 1/3," and "Demand 2/3."1 Each round, individualspair off at random and play the game. Rounds are generations,and the amount of cake an individualreceivesdetermines the numberof offspringthat individualsends into the next round. For simplicity, suppose reproduction is asexual. Offspring always adopt their parent's strategy. The result is that the strategiesthat get higher averagepayoffs increasetheir proportionalrepresentationin the population at large. If individuals demanding one half of the cake receive more cake on averagethan those playing any other strategyin a given round, while those demandingtwo thirds receiveless on average,then the proportion of individualsdemandinghalf will increasein the next round, while the proportion demandingtwo thirds will decrease. Whether this happens depends upon the proportions of the population playing each strategy. l/2ers get half the cake when they interact with each other, and when they interactwith l/3ers. 2/3ersonly get paid when they interactwith l/3ers;if they meet a 1/2eror another2/3er,they get nothing. Thus the prospects for each of these strategiesare highly sensitiveto who else is out there.Skyrmsdemonstratesthat Demand 1/2 is the only pure strategythat is an ESS.2If any pure strategytakes over an initiallymixed population, it will be Demand 1/2.3 1. Skyrmshas also modeled populations with a greatervariety of possible strategies. He says that decreasingthe incrementaldifference(decreasingthe "granularity"in his vocabulary) between strategies (e.g., allowing for strategies selecting any number of tenths of the cake between one and nine) increasesthe success of demand half in an appropriatesense. 2. A "pure"strategyis a strategythat alwaysdemandsthe sameamountof cake.An ESS, or evolutionarilystable strategy,is an "uninvadeable"strategy.That is to say, if almost everyonein a populationis playingit, any mutantstrategywill do worse, and hencecannot invade the population througha process of naturalselection.The idea derivesoriginally from MaynardSmithand Price 1973.It is furtherrefinedin MaynardSmith 1982. 3. Clearly,whetherthis happens depends cruciallyon the initial distributionof strateselection.The fitnessof a given gies. Evolution here is drivenby "frequency-dependent" strategyS is a function of how much cake it demands and how likely it is to get what it demands.This second factor is determinedby the proportionof the populationplaying a strategythat allows S to get paid.
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However, there is no special reason to expect that any strategywill take over the population. Another possibility is that the population will reach a polymorphic equilibrium,in which some individualsdemand 1/3, and others demand 2/3. How likely are these differentoutcomes? This is representedgraphicallyin Figure 1 below. Each point in the triangularspace representsa possible state of the population, with different proportions of individuals playing different strategies. Vertices of the triangle representthe points at which the entire population is playing the correspondingstrategy. Points on the interiorof the triangle are mixed states of the population, where the relativedistances to each vertex determine(inversely)the proportionalrepresentation of the correspondingstrategies.The arrowsindicatethe direction in which the population is evolving over time. These diagrams were generatedusing a model we developed to test some of Skyrms'sclaims under a wider range of parameters.This model differs from Skyrms's in some crucial respects.4 It is worth describingbriefly some of the significantdifferencesbetween the two models. Skyrmsmodels the evolutionarytrajectoriesof populations from different starting points by solving the dynamical equation of the replicatordynamics.This assumesthat populationsare infinite, and rendersthe results deterministic.In our model, we do not solve any dynamicalequation, but instead, pair individualsaccording the following scheme: First, an individual is chosen at random from the population. Thus, the probability of choosing a player of a given strategy is determined by the relative representation (relative frequency) of the strategy within the population. A second individualis then randomlypairedwith this firstplayerin accordancewith the new, updated, relative representationof the strategies. In other words, we sample without replacement.A round consists of these pairings until the population is exhausted. Before beginning the next round we renormalizethe population so that the size of the population for the next round is the same as it was the previousround and so that the different strategies are present in new relative proportions determinedby the payoffs receivedas a result of the interactionsin the last round. Thus, the trajectoriesappearing in our triangular"population spaces" (see figure below) representthe evolutions of these proportions according to the scheme just outlined, and are not solutions to the differential equation of the replicator dynamics given different initial conditions as they are in Skyrms'smodel. It is a virtue of our model that it allows us to track fluctuations different games starting from identical distributionsof strategieswill 4. See the Appendix for a more detailed discussionof our model.
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not generallyfollow identicalpaths throughthe populationspaces.One would like to know the most probabletrajectoryfrom any given starting point. Averaging over many paths allows us to approximatethose trajectories,and makes our results resemblemore closely the smooth analytical trajectoriesof Skyrms'smodel. (Of course, the "most probable" trajectoryis not necessarilythe "average"trajectory.But some simpleempiricalinvestigationsdo suggestthat the dispersionabout the mean is genuinely small.) For what comes later, a more important virtue is that our model allows for the relatively simple introduction not only of positive correlationbetween the strategies,but also of negative, or "anti" correlation. In view of all these differences,it is an interestingconfirmationof Skyrms'sinitial results that our figures 1 and 2 reproducequite closely the qualitative and quantitativefeatures of the correspondingfigures in his work (1996a, 15 and 20, respectively). Figure 1 exhibits an unstable polymorphic equilibriumat point A, involving all three strategies. Mild perturbationsdisrupt this equilibrium, and drive the population into one of the large basins of attraction. The larger basin leads the population to an equilibriumat the pure strategy of demand 1/2. But the basin at the bottom leads to a polymorphic equilibrium at point B, where half the population demands 2/3 and half demands 1/3. Both these equilibria are strongly stable: minor perturbationswill not lead the population out of either basin. While the basin of attraction toward demand 1/2 is larger than the Demand1/2
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basin leading to polymorphism, the latter is substantial. Thus, if we take every possible initial state of the population to be equiprobable, we can say fair division is a more likely outcome than the polymorphism. But there is a substantialchance that a population with initial proportions selected at random will evolve toward the polymorphic state where half the population is greedy and half is modest. (This is bad news for justice, and for the population.) So far, then, the explanation of our propensityto demand 1/2 is statisticalat best. In fact, it looks like the best one can hope for is an Inductive-Statistical(I-S)type explanation.That is, we explain why the population will evolve to fair division by demonstratingthat such an outcome of the evolutionary process has a high probability. For Hempel one has an adequate explanation, other things being equal, when this probabilitycan be shown to be greater than 0.5. Of course, this raises various questions about the soundnessof the I-S strategy.5In the presentcontext, the main issue is whether showing that the explanandumhas probabilitygreaterthan 0.5 would be sufficientfor explanation, other things being equal. One would ideally like to show that the strategydemand 1/2 takes over the population with probability1. Such a claim, backedby an ergodic-type limit theorem, would allow for an I-S like explanation of the success of fair division.6Unfortunately, it does not appear that anything like such a theorem is forthcoming. On the other hand, Skyrmsshows that there are ways to generatea much more robust conclusion. He provides graphical/numericalevidence that with the introduction of positive correlations,we may very well expect that some probability one claim is lurking in the mathematical background.Suppose that pair formation is not perfectlyrandom. If an individualis somewhatmore likely to meet anotherplaying the same strategy than would be the case if pair formation were random, then the evolutionary trajectorieswill look quite different. Skyrms uses a correlation coefficient e to inflate the probabilitiesof like meeting like as follows:7 p(SiISi) = p(Si) + ep(not-S&)



5. See Railton 1978, 1981 for a discussionof some of the problemswith the I-S model. 6. See Batterman 1992 for a discussion of this issue. It is argued there that showing high probability-namely, probability1-is sufficientfor an I-S like explanation,if the probability one claim is backed by an appropriateergodic/limittheorem. Probability here is used in a measure-theoreticsense, so probabilityone does not mean certainty, and probabilityzero is not impossibility. 7. The introductionof correlationis somewhatmore complicatedin our model. See the appendixfor details.
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Positive correlations of this sort strongly favor demand 1/2, since that is the strategy which receives the most cake when it plays itself. The resultsof introducingsuch correlationinto the model aredramatic. When e is greaterthan or equal to .2, the polymorphismvirtuallydisappears,and every initial state of the population mixing all threestrategies leads to equilibriumat demand 1/2. This is demonstratedin the figure below, where correlationcoefficientsare given for the strategies demand 1/3, demand 1/2, and demand 2/3, respectively. Thus, in the correlated replicator dynamics, Skyrms'sresult is extremelyrobustin the following sense:it does not matterwhat the initial population distributionlooks like-almost every population will eventually become a population of what Skyrms calls "fair dealers." It is also extremelystable, in that, once the equilibriumat demand 1/2 has been reached, it is highly resistant to invasion by rival strategies. Should a pocket of greediesand modests invade the population, it will quickly be eliminated.Skyrmssays: In a finite population, in a finite time, where there is some random elementin evolution, some reasonableamount of divisibilityof the good and some correlation,we can say that it is likely that something close to share and share alike should evolve in dividing-thecake situations. This is, perhaps, a beginning of an explanationof the origin of our concept of justice. (1996a, 21) For the present discussion, we will bracket our substantial doubts about the relationshipbetween a tendency to demand 1/2 in this bargaining game and a concept of justice.8Our concern here is with the nature and adequacy of the explanatory claim. How plausible is Skyrms'saccount as an explanationof our thought and overt behavior with respect to situations having the structureof this game?We now digressfor some general observationsabout evolutionaryexplanation, which later will be relevantto evaluating Skyrms'sprogram. 3. EvolutionaryExplanationsof Behavior.Any attempt to explain human behavior by appeal to evolution confronts some familiardifficulties. The best known critiquesof humansociobiology, by PhilipKitcher (1985), and StevenJay Gould and RichardLewontin(1979), arguethat sociobiological accounts often fail for abstractingfrom crucial details of the particularecologies and ontogenies of the creatureswhose behavior they seek to explain (see also Sober 1993, Sterelny 1992). We 8. See D'Arms 1996 for a discussion of these issues. See also Gibbard 1982 for an argumentthat evolutionary explanations of justice should seek to explain the moral sentimentssurroundingthis notion ratherthan substantiveprinciplesof justice.
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think these criticismshit the mark against some of the work of such early sociobiologists as E. O. Wilson, Richard Alexander, and David Barash. Part of what rendersthese authors particularlyvulnerableto such charges is that they often produce no concrete descriptionof the mechanisms evolution has allegedly forged to produce the behaviors they claim to explain.They leave out too many of the detailsthat would figure in an ideal explanatory text (Railton 1981). Instead, they offer accounts of how some (often apparentlymaladaptive)behaviormight be produced by natural selection. This methodology is quite problematic when the explanationsin question seem to requirefinelycalibrated "strategic"behavior, and the considerationsrelevant to such a calculation are not availableto consciousness.We often want to explainour behavior by appeal to the reasons for which we reach the practical conclusion that guides us. When sociobiological accounts seek to supplementor supplantrationalor culturalexplanationof suchintentional human behaviors, and especially when such explanations undermine our own understandingof our practices,it is appropriateto requestan account of how facts about fitness have impinged themselves on the agent. Failure to provide such an account is not a decisive objection to the explanation,but (we think) can often be counted against it.9



9. Of course, this objectionto sociobiologicalexplanationonly appliesto explanations of intentional behavior. There are a number of complicatedissues in this area which we will not explore here.
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i. Evolutionary Particularism. One response to these objections to



the adaptationistprogramhas been a move toward a particularistapproach to evolutionary explanation of human behavior. This is the approach of evolutionary psychologists and others who seek to elucidate detailed evolutionary explanations of specific behavior types in relativelycircumscribedsituations.10According to the particularisthypothesis, the human mind comprises an array of discrete adaptive mechanisms,generatedthrough a process of naturalselectionin which distinctivesorts of adaptiveproblemsforgedfunctionallydistinctadaptive solutions. [Problems which have been explored by evolutionary psychologists and others include choice of mates and sexual partners (Symons 1979, Buss 1994), spousal violence (Daly and Wilson 1988), cheater detection (Cosmides and Tooby 1992), intergroupand intragroup relations (Cosmidesand Tooby 1992), and languageacquisition (Pinker and Bloom 1992, Pinker 1994).] These mechanismsare functionally specializedto processinformationconcerningspecificadaptive problems and produce behavior that solves those problems. Evolutionary psychologists frequently refer to such mechanisms as "modules." Thus, for instance, the particularisthypothesis with respect to our moral capacities holds that selective pressuresderiving from the fitness consequences of various social relations such as cooperation, reciprocity,coalition building, and competition for social status, have forged similarlyspecificadaptivepsychologicalmechanismswhichmediate cognition and motivation in these domains. It is not yet clear whether particularistscan avoid the difficulties that confront other styles of evolutionaryexplanation.One problemis that evolutionary psychologists have not been very clear about what their claim of modularity amounts to. In philosophical circles, most writershave followed Fodor (1983) in treatingmodularityprimarilyas an attributeof input systems.Thus it is sometimesclaimedthat in order for something to count as a module, it must be informationallyencapsulated, cognitivelyimpenetrable,mandatory,or exhibit otherfeatures of Fodor modules.11Clearly, on that conception, even psychological mechanismsadapted to very specifictasks can fail to be modules. But 10. The best general discussion we know of the strategy of evolutionarypsychology, and the most detailedjustificationof its methodology, is Tooby and Cosmides 1992. 11. Kim Sterelny(1995),for example,arguesagainstDaly and Wilson (1988)that sexual jealousy is not an adaptive system, on the grounds that judgments about paternitydo not seem to be informationallyencapsulatedor free from centralcontrol. But (granting arguendoSterelny'sclaim about paternityjudgments)the question of whetherthejealousy syndrome as a whole is an adaptive system is surely not settled by establishing that we do not have a dedicatedmodule for judging paternity.Even if the capacities by whichwe assesspaternityaregeneraldevicesof inferenceexercisedon evidence(from
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it seems plausible that defenders of the adapted mind have a more generalconception of a "module"in mind, accordingto which a module is something like a subroutine: a functional system that can be pluggedin or out of a largersystem without interferingmuch with that larger system's operations.'2 Tooby and Cosmides (1992) may have obscuredmatterssomewhat by calling theirmodules "domainspecific"(a termthat gets a technical meaning in Fodor's vocabulary).But that term too has various senses. Although it is common to treat domain specificityas a constraint on the things a cognitive system can take as input (the visual processing system is domain specificin that it only accepts light as input), one can also regarda cognitive system's domain as being specifiedby the conclusions it can reach. Thus, for example, Buss (1994) posits a cognitive system that amounts to a reproductivevalue detector module as part of the syndromeof male sexual attraction.If he were right,men would have a device which accepts various sorts of evidencedependingupon culturally contingent variables (including evidence of health, youth, fertility, social status) but issues in conclusions that are all about fertility. Whateverone thinks about Buss' hypothesis,if such a mechanism did exist it would seem appropriateto describeit as domain specificin virtue of the narrow range of conclusions it issues. It seems a natural extension of this idea to treat a larger functional system as domain specific in virtue of the kinds of behaviorit issues. Thus, even if the belief-fixingcapacities underlyinghuman courtship behavior are not domain-specificwith respectto the data they accept or the conclusions they issue, the mechanisms motivating and mediating that behavior issue in actions of particularsorts which might be sufficientlyspecific and identifiableto constitute a "domain." The best particularistwork derivesstrengthfrom a variety of methodological features,as follows: Begin with a discreteadaptiveproblem of likely import for our fitness. Develop an account of the kind of similarity,gestation period, cigarettebutts, etc.), and even if those capacitieswere selected for through processes having nothing whatever to do with their effects on our skill at paternityjudgments,there is no reason an adaptivemotivationalsystemcannot make use of them. Similarly,evidencethat we do not have a food-detectormodule, and must be taught which things to eat, would not underminethe claim that hungeris an adaptive system. 12. Part of the thrust of Sterelny 1995 is a demand for a detailed account of such a notion from evolutionarypsychologists.What exactly does the claim of modularity,or "special-purposemechanisms"require?The best researchstrategy may be to remain agnostic about this for now. Certainly,evidencethat the behavioraltendencyis coded for in some set of genes, or groundedin some identifiablearea of the nervous system, would help the claim. But there may be room for other notions of mechanism,toothough it is hard to see how to formulatethem at this stage.
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psychologicalmechanismwhich could plausiblybe part of humanpsychology, and could be dedicated to the solution of this problem. If it is to convince reasonable skeptics, evolutionary thinking about adaptive problems facing our ancestors should allow us to generate hypotheses about adaptive mechanisms that are sometimes surprising, rather than simply offering "ultimate"explanations of claims about human naturewe alreadybelievedon independentgrounds.13Now test these hypotheses empiricallyto see whether the predicted "adaptive" behavior occurs in the relevant context. Cross-culturalexperiments should be conductedto establishthat the hypothesizedmechanismsare part of a generally shared repertoireof human capacities.14If the hypothesis does not allow us to predict and establish new truths, it can gain plausibility by explaining discoveries that are not yet well integrated into existing scientific or common sense theories. Equally importantly, if the hypothesis is that an adaptive mechanism exists to produce behavior B in circumstancesC, because B-ing in C was typically fitness-enhancingin the environmentof evolutionaryadaptation ("EEA"), one importanttest of the hypothesiswill be to establishthat people B in C even when doing so is not adaptive, or is not recommended by various normativetheoriesof rationalchoice. Nonadaptive or non-normative instances are one crucial way to establish that the behavioris the productof some specializedadaptivemechanism,rather than of some more domain general assessmentof costs and benefits.



13. Thus, for example,Daly and Wilson (1988) begin by demonstratinga tendencyfor step-parentsto be more likely to abuse or kill step-childrenthan are their biological parents. This by itself is perhaps not surprising,inasmuch as stories about "wicked step-parents"are a familiarpart of many cultures'lore. But why is this such a recurring theme in human life? A "cultural"explanationmight have it that this is due to a difference in bonding opportunities.Step-parentscome into a child's life late, and may sometimesfail to develop the attachmentswhich biologicalparentsget in the earlydays of a child'slife. But Daly and Wilson arguethat thereis some more sinistermechanism calibratingparental attachment to relatedness.This leads them to predict and then substantiatea much more surprisingresult: the effect remains even when comparing step-parentsand biological parentswho have had the same opportunitiesto bond with the children.Stepfatherswho were presentduringchildbirthand in the home throughout infancy are still more likely to abuse. Biological fathers who were in the military or in jail duringthe earlymonths or years of the child's life, are still less likely to abuse. 14. Of course, some adaptations within our species may not be universal(because of isolation of breedingpopulations, for example, or because of frequency-dependentselection). Still, evidenceof universality,whereit is available,is one way for evolutionary psychologists to contest or supplementcertain sorts of cultural explanation.When a behaviorappearsin a rangeof distinctand/orcomparativelyisolated cultures,an adaptive explanationgains some credence.
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ii. Evolutionary Generalism. Contrast the approach of these evolu-



tionary psychologists with that of explanatorygeneralists.Generalists seek to explain behavior by pointing to adaptive advantagesfor those who engage in it, without attemptingto explainhow exactlytendencies to behave in the relevantway are embodied in a psychology.15A nice exampleis RichardAlexander'swork, borrowingfrom the ideas of William Hamilton on inclusivefitness.Alexandersets out to explaina wide range of social behaviorby appeal to the effects of kin relationshipson the genetic interestsof individuals.Thus, for instance,he suggeststhat the phenomenon of the avunculate16is a consequenceof a social environment in which males have comparativelylow confidence of paternity-so that a maternaluncle is, on average,more closely relatedto a child than its mother'shusbandis. But he offers no account of how exactly these facts about relatednessimpinge themselveson agents or societies so as to bring about the set of institutionsin question. While philosophers and other critics of evolutionary attempts to explain human behaviorhave had little sympathyfor Alexander'sprogram, they have tended to be much more gentle toward game theorists, population geneticists, and other generalistswho employ quantitative or technicalapproachesto these issues. Thus, for instance,even Philip Kitcher'ssweepingcritiqueof "pop sociobiology"in VaultingAmbition leaves the work of William Hamilton, John MaynardSmith, and Robert Axelrod unscathed. Kim Sterelny argues (in a review with which we are largelyin sympathy)that Axelrod'swork shows that generalism can sometimesbe an appropriateexplanatoryapproach. Both analysisand observationshow that evolutionaryprocessesare more resilientthan Gould and Kitchersuppose ... Axelrod,for example, shows that 'tit-for-tat' is robust. .. . Axelrod shows the mer-



its of this practice over a considerablerange of environments:it is not sensitiveto small local variations.17(Sterelny1992, 159) Skyrms's approach is generalist in just the way that Axelrod's is. What the generalistapproachto evolutionaryexplanationlacks in detail, it seeks to compensate for with robustness.Rather than offering 15. The importance of the difference between explaining behaviors and explaining mechanismsis urged in Sober 1993 (especiallypp. 198-199) and Sterelny 1992. 16. The avunculateis a fairly widespreadpractice among certain culturesin which a child's maternaluncle providesmuch of the child's support.Often, this uncle provides more supportthan the child's mother'sspouse, or putative father. 17. But note Sterelnygoes on to say that" 'Tit-for-tat'is more theoreticalanalysisthan field report...." Indeed, we have doubts about Axelrod's central application of it to the field (of battle).
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a detailedaccount of the specificpsychologicalmechanismsunderlying the behaviorsthey seek to explain, generalistscan arguethat the details are unimportant.They model various strategiesundervarious parameters, and look for evolutionarilystable strategies,or attractingequilibria. The fact that the strategies they model can defeat all sorts of rivals under all sorts of possible initial distributions, they suggest, makes our tendency to use these strategies inevitable. A more finely grainedexplanation,they could add, would sometimesonly obfuscate. It would suggest that the details matter, when they don't. If we didn't realize the relevant behaviors through these particularmechanisms, other mechanismswould have produced them. If genetic selection at had not filled the gap, culturalevolution could have. The particularist misses the point, by ignoring the robust stability of certainbehavioral strategies. Skyrmsis particularlyexplicit about this idea. He suggests that the inevitablepull toward demand 1/2 in the replicatordynamicsoffers an explanation of our tendency to demand 1/2 which does not depend even on Darwinian evolution. [Demand 1/2's] strong stability properties guarantee that it is an attracting equilibriumin the replicator dynamics, but also make the details of that dynamicsunimportant.Fair division will be stable in any dynamicswith a tendencyto increasethe proportion(or probability)of strategieswith greaterpayoffs, because any unilateral deviation from fair division results in a strictlyworse payoff. For this reason, the Darwinian story can be transposed into the context of cultural evolution, in which imitation and learning may



play an importantrole in the dynamics.'8(1996a, 11) How ought we to assess these suggestions?Given the generalist's eschewal of proximate mechanisms, how should we think about whether a game theoretic model of the evolution of some particular behavior counts as an explanation of that behavior? The variety in the



kinds models and the way they are deployed make it unlikely that necessaryand sufficientconditions for adequacy could be articulated. 18. To be sure, at the point where this claim is broached,the discussionis focused on pure strategies,and polymorphismshave not yet been introduced.Thus, Skyrmsgoes on to acknowledgethat the introductionof polymorphismsunderminesthe stabilityof the demand half equilibrium,in one sense. What mattersfor his evolutionaryaccount is that the basin of attraction toward demand half remains high in realistic models. Thus, it is important that the explanationbe "flexible"enough to embraceprocesses of cultural as well as genetical evolution. (Of course, no one these days thinks that culturaland geneticalevolution are completelydistinct processes,and Skyrmsneedn't claim anythinglike that.)
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However, we suggest the following as initial guidelinesfor assessment of evolutionary game theoretic explanationsof human behavior:such explanationsshould be representative,robust, and flexible.We discuss each of these briefly,in turn. a. Representativeness. Circumstanceswith the structureof the mathematically characterizedinteraction which the model treats must be realizedwith sufficientfrequencyin the EEA. Game theorists often devote ratherless attention to demonstrating that their games accuratelymodel actual human interactionsthan one could wish. When they attempt this task at all, their claims about the relevant payoff structuresare often based on hasty assumptions.Axelrod, at least, attempts to demonstraterepresentativenessin one central example. He arguesat some length that trenchwarfareexhibitsthe structureof a prisoner'sdilemma.While we remainunconvincedby his argument,Axelrod is to be creditedfor recognizingthe importanceof the representativenessclaim for his conclusions about the explanatory role of tit-for-tat.19Only if circumstanceswith the structureof a prisoner's dilemmahave been a frequentpart of human life can the success of tit-for-tat in computertournamentsbe offered as an explanationof human behavior in situations of that structure. For betteror worse, the prisoner'sdilemmahas beenwidelyaccepted among philosophers as teaching us something important about ordinary conduct. The same cannot be said, however, for divide-the-cake. Furthermore,the latter game has at least one featurethat seemsto lack any natural analog: the referee.Accordingly,the representativenessissue seems quite pressingfor Skyrms'saccount. Skyrmssays very little about what aspects of ordinarylife have the shape of divide-the-cake.Circumstancesin which we actually divide a windfall by this procedure,with a refereestanding by, are pretty rare these days, and we see little reason to suppose they weremore common duringthe Pleistoceneera. On an inclusivereading,though, one might suppose that the game models many cooperativesituations.If we have cooperated to secure some divisible good, then we must find a way to divide it. What then of the role of the referee?Failure to submit bids that sum to 100%or less could be taken as failureto reach agreement. One possibility is that the good spoils while we stand arguing over it. 19. See Axelrod 1984, Ch. 4, especiallyp. 75. During trench warfarein World War I, soldierson opposing sides often refrainedfrom shooting to kill, exceptwhen retaliating for casualties inflictedby the other side. But, despite Axelrod's contentions, it is not clear that this "live-and-let-live"system resemblestit-for-tat in a prisoner'sdilemma, because, from the point of view of the men on the front, there is no obvious cheater's payoff: no incentiveto defect by shooting first.
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Or perhapsfailureto agreeissues in a costly fight-costly enough that, whateverthe outcome, the value of the good to be dividedis negligible in comparison. Indeed, the basic structure of the problem can arise even before we have securedthe good: we have an opportunity,but we must agree on how to divide the profits before we can act collectively to seize this opportunity.On a wide reading,then, these circumstances are perhapsreasonablycommon, and the model may securerepresentativeness. Notice, though, that these scenariostypically arise (as, presumably, did most human interactionsin the EEA) among individuals who are acquaintedwith one another. Thus the wide readingsuggests relaxing the requirementthat interactions are random. After all, acquaintance can yield information about the likely strategies of a potential cooperative partner, and intelligentplayers will use that information to select a partnerwith/fromwhom they can profit. Notice further that the wide reading suggests that the game might be understood as a model of other animals' interactions,as well. Another place to look for evidence of demand halfs success would be in the division of prey among social carnivores,where some of the conditions above are also met. If social carnivorestypically do not share equally in their spoils, this may be thought to undermine Skyrms's explanation. If they do, that would offer it some support.20 b. Robustness.The desiredresult is achievedacross a variety of different startingconditions and/or parameters. Different models appeal to different sorts of robustness.Axelrod's claim to robustnessrests upon tit-for-tat'ssuccess against a variety of different strategies, in various computer tournaments. Skyrms can claim several distinct sorts of robustness. Not only does demand 1/2 do well in trials with differentgranularity(more and less finelygrained demandsfor cake); but also the size of the basins of attractionhe demonstrates in the correlatedreplicatordynamics establish that demand 1/2 thrives from a host of different possible initial frequencies.The demonstration of robustness, then, is the great strength of Skyrms's model. Unfortunately, most authors who invoke robustness as an explanatory virtue are not very clear about exactly what makes the allegedly robust feature robust. One way of thinking about different kinds of robustnessclaims involves appeal to an appropriatenotion of stability under perturbationor variation. Thus, the feature is robust if it is re20. We have not been able to find any evidence on this point after an admittedlybrief searchof the foragingliterature.Our lifelong surveysof naturedocumentaries,suggest, however, that division of prey is typicallyunequal, at least among lions.
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alized from a wide varietyof different"startingconditions":It is stable under perturbationof the starting conditions. Of course, to assess a claim of robustnesswe need to have some idea of what the appropriate starting conditions are. Different sorts of startingconditions will lead to differentclaims of robustness. ConsiderSkyrms'sclaimthat the resultof introducinga smallamount of positive correlation in the divide-the-cakegame demonstratesthe robustnessof the strategydemand 1/2. This claim is representedby the fact that the entire population space constitutesthe basin of attraction of the demand 1/2 strategy. In terms of stability this means that one can perturbthe initial distributionof players in the populations quite considerablyand still realize the same end evolutionaryresult. In this sense demand 1/2 with positive correlation for all strategies is more stable underperturbation,than it is without any correlation.Compare, again, Figure 2 with Figure 1. Another way of understandingthe significanceof Skyrms'sresults under correlation is that fair dealing will emerge even if we alter the details of the dynamics.This is a differentkind of robustness.In effect, the idea is that, by introducing correlation we can perturb the very dynamics itself (not just the initial conditions, but the equations governingthe interactions),and still find the same behavioremergingfrom a variety of startingconditions. Technically,this is related to the topological notion of structuralstability studiedby mathematiciansinterested in dynamical systems and so-called "global analysis" (Smale 1980). c. Flexibility. (i) The evolutionary strategywhose adaptivenessthe model demonstratesis potentially realizableby a number of different mechanisms. (ii) The model itself can be understood to representdifferent possible processes. By pointing to specific proximate mechanisms,particularistsfill in some of the explanatorydetails that generalistsleave out. Lackingany such account, generalistsmust make a virtueof necessity:theiraccounts seekplausibilitythroughagnosticismaboutthe details-they arein principle realizablethrough any of a multitudeof possible mechanisms. We have seen that Skyrms points to another kind of flexibility as well. He suggests that his model is agnostic as between a variety of processes by which demand 1/2 might defeat rival strategies.The evolution of genetic propensitiesfor some psychologicalmechanismis just one set of possible processes.The replicatordynamicsmight insteadbe taken to model the choice of strategiesby rational deliberators,who attempt to maximize their share of cake. If these deliberatorsknew how the different strategies had fared in previous rounds, and what
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proportion of the population had been playing each strategy,Skyrms's model shows that over time more and more of them would converge on demand 1/2. Or we might take the model to be an account of how various possible norms compete for the allegiance of a society, with "fair dealing" gradually coming to win out against norms of "modesty" and "ambitiousness." 4. ProblemswithSkyrms'sAccount.Equippedwith the guidelinesabove for the assessment of generalistattempts to explain human behavior, we can begin a critical examination of Skyrms's account. Recall the centralrole played by correlationin Skyrms'smodel of the bargaining game. Under the assumption of random variation, a sizable basin of attractionpulled the population toward the greedy-modest polymorphism. Once Skyrms added a small correlation coefficient, however, this polymorphismdisappeared,and every mixed state of the population evolved toward fixation at demand 1/2. What is the justification for adding a correlation factor, though? Once Skyrms relaxes the requirementof random interactions in the population, and allows some degreeof assortativeinteractions,we need to hear a justificationfor assumingthat the likely departurefrom random interactionswill be toward correlation in particular.Why think that individuals are especially likely to meet others playing the same strategy as they play? Skyrms has rather little to say about this. He suggests that "because of the nondispersivenature of the population, like tends to mate with like."21This may be true where strategiesare influencedby genes-biological populations typicallyshow some measure of genetic clustering. But it is problematic for Skyrms to justify the introductionof correlationon these grounds,for two reasons.First, he has given us no reason to think that we have genetic proclivitiesfor strategiesin this bargaininggame. Furthermore,for Skyrmsto suggest that we do would involve an uncomfortableamalgamof generalistand particularistexplanatoryschemas:insistingon an innate biologicaldisposition toward a strategy, without offering any concrete account of or evidence for the psychological mechanisms that subserve it.22 Sec-



ond, as we have seen from the earlierpassage, Skyrmsis committedto an explanation which need not proceed by Darwinian evolution. To 21. Skyrms 1996a, 17. This suggestionis broachedin the context of a discussionof sex ratios, but Skyrmsclearly intends an analogy between that context and the evolution of justice. 22. This is, in effect, the explanatory strategy of behavioral genetics. But behavioral geneticistsrecognizethat this strategyrequiresthem to offer evidence for their claims of heritability-and they attempt to do so (though some contest this evidence).
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explain correlation entirely in terms of genetic relatednessis to abandon the explanatoryflexibilityof the account. Perhaps, though, there are other plausiblejustifications for an assumption of correlationwhich would apply as well to non-Darwinian processes of evolution. Appeals to non-Darwinian,or "cultural"evolution, are ambiguous. One central issue in disambiguatingthem concerns the mechanisms of inheritanceand proliferation.It is useful to distinguish a strict sense of "culturalevolution" from a looser sense. In the strict sense, formally developed by Boyd and Richerson(1985), patterns of behavior can evolve only if they are explicitly encoded in memory, and expresslytaught to or mimickedby the next generation. We will call Here "reproduction"must proceed by "social learning."23 this strict sense "SCE." In the looser sense of cultural evolution,24ideas, norms, commitments, and the associatedbehaviorsare said to succeedor fail in a kind of competition for the allegiance of persons. No particularlicensed processesof transmissionor "reproduction"are set forth;instead,these can include anything from explicit instruction to a tendency to strike rational agents as plausible, or compelling, or attractive,for whatever reason. Here "culturalevolution"is the processby whichculturescome to accept new norms or ideas and reject old ones, and by which some such things become enshrined.We'll call this sense the "rationaldeliberatordynamics." Because SCE requires social learning of strategies, there is some justificationfor assuminga degree of positive correlationunderits dynamics. Parents instruct their children,youngstersmimic their elders, and individuals raised together are both more likely to interact and more likely to have learned the same strategiesor norms. But Skyrms does not want to be committed to the claim that our tendency to demand 1/2 is the product of some explicitinstructionthat we all receive, or of directmimicry.While strictculturalevolution is more friendlyto Skyrms'scorrelationassumption,it is clearlythe loose sense of cultural evolution that offers a more flexible and realisticexplanatoryscheme. How might strategiesbe expected to evolve among rationaldeliberators, who choose strategies to play on the basis of expected payoff (where this depends cruciallyon what they expect others to do)? Here choice of strategyis not fixed by any particulargenes a player can be 23. This is a technical term. Roughly, it is the transmissionof stable behavioral dispositions by teachingor direct imitation (Boyd and Richerson 1985, Ch. 3). 24. Derived from Campbell 1975.This is the sense that's common in philosophicaland historicalliterature,and in keepingwith the discussionof memesin RichardDawkins's work. See Dawkins 1976, 1982.
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presumed to share with those around her, nor by whatever explicit instructionshe has received.Is there any reason to suppose that under such conditions individuals playing the same strategy are more than randomlylikely to interactwith each other? It could be claimed that anyone playing the bargaininggame in a population where most others demand 1/3, is likely to demand 1/3 as well, becausewe mimicthe behaviorof those aroundus. But surelythat's not the only possibility.The more seriouslywe want to take the idea that the playersin these games are rationalagents, the more we should look for ways of learningfrom the environmentother than simplyimitating the strategiesof (themajorityof?) those nearby.Facedwith a population wheremost individualsaremodest, for example,wouldn'ta rationaldeliberator be likely to settle on the greedy Demand 2/3 option? On the other hand, in a population where most people demand 1/2, it makes best sense to do as they do. Thus, whetherit is rational to mimic those around one (to "correlate")or to choose a differentstrategy(to "anticorrelate")dependson what others are doing. We ran a number of simulations using our model, in which we relaxed the requirementof random interactionsin various ways. Rather than treatingcorrelationsas an exogenous constraintimposedby genes or environment, we explored interpretationsof the model in which correlatingcould itself be a rational part of an individual'sstrategy. First, consider positive correlation.If individualsare choosing strategies to play, and are able to influencethe chance that they play a likeminded individual, should they do so? In Skyrms'smodel, when correlation is introduced,everyonecorrelates.This makes sense for those who demand 1/2, since they get paid when they meet each other, and they want to avoid encounters with 2/3ers in which they will not be paid. But 1/3ers have no self-interestedreason to correlate-they are always rewarded,regardlessof the strategy their partnerplays. 2/3ers also have no reason to correlate-playing themselves,they get nothing. Figure 3 shows what happenswhen 1/2erscorrelateby 0.2 (the amount of the across-the-boardcorrelationin Figure2), while 1/3ersand 2/3ers remain uncorrelated.25 25. In our model, correlationworks as follows. The computer randomly chooses the first member of a pair based on the frequenciesof the strategiesin the population at that point in the round. Say this memberplays strategySi. It then chooses the second memberof the pair. If Si has an associatedcorrelationfactor, this is used to augment (or decrease,in the case of anticorrelation)the likelihood that the second pair member will also play Si. The round continues until each member of the population has been assigned a strategy and paired off. The formula for deflating the likelihood that a strategySi will play Si (the formula,that is, for anticorrelation)is the following:p(SiIS) = p(Si) + eip(Si) where ei < O. Thus, for perfect anticorrelation (ei = - 1) the prob-
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Demand1/2



Demand1/3



Demand2/3



0, .2, 0 Figure3. Correlations:



The polymorphismhas reappeared!When 2/3ers are not requiredto pursue interactionswith one another, a basin of attractiononce again pulls some initial distributionsaway from equal division. Once we begin to think of correlationas endogenous, we will also want to explore the results of anticorrelation,for 2/3ers. Rational 2/3ers realize that their prospects are better when they avoid one another. If 1/2ersrecognize each other with some measureof reliabilityin orderto correlate, 2/3ers might deploy similar self-recognition ability to anticorrelate. When they can, the prospectsget still worse for demand 1/2. In Figure 4, 1/2ers and 2/3ers are pursuing opposing, symmetric strategies.Each has the same ability to recognize their own kind, and they have opposite preferencesabout whether to play with their own kind. Thus, both strategies are equally well positioned to pursue the strategy that benefits them. The correlation factor is still relatively small, to reflect difficultiesin finding and identifying the individuals one prefers to play. The result of these changes is an increase in the size of the basin of attraction toward the polymorphism.Rough estimates show that the basin of attraction of the polymorphismis about 67% greater in Figure 4 than in Figure 3. (Increasingthe degree of anticorrelationfor 2/3ers only increases the size of the polymorphic



ability that S, will play Si is zero. This is analogous to the case of perfect positive correlation.In both cases if there are no playersof the appropriatestrategiesleft in the round, the first player in the pair dies off without playing.
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Demand 1/3 Figure 4.



Demand 2/3



Correlations: 0, .2, -.2



basin of attraction, even when the degree of positive correlation for 1/2ersis commensuratelyincreased.) Because it treats demand 1/2 and demand 2/3 symmetrically,we think figurefour is a move in the directionof realism.But what of the modest 1/3ers?Of course, as self-interestedplayers, 1/3ershave no reason to correlate, nor to anticorrelate.1/3ersalways get their cake, no matterwhom they play. They have no reason to expend time or energy targeting specificpartnertypes. But surely that fact is itself an advantage which compensates them to some degree for their lower payoffs, and this should be reflectedin the model. In order fully to reflectthe advantages and disadvantagesof correlatedstrategies,we should recognize the costs of being choosy. In Figure 5 we have introduced a cost factor, c, to assign a cost to correlation and anticorrelation,as follows. For positive correlation, cost = ce[l - p(S)]; for negative correlation, cost = cleilp(S,);where c



is the cost factor, ei is the (positive or negative) correlationfactor for Si, and p(Si) is the relativefrequencyof the strategyin question within the population at that point in the round. These costs are then subtracted from each strategy's success at the end of each round, before the population size is renormalized.This is intendedto account for the possibility that searchingout specific strategiesto play against, or declining to play the first individualone meets, could leave an individual without a partnerin a given round. On our formulas, the costs for a given strategy are a function of how high a correlation (or anticorre-
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Demand1/2



Demand 1/3



Demand 2/3



0, .2, -.2. Cost .3 Figure5. Correlations:



lation) is attempted,and of how difficultit is to find partnersof the desiredsort. So, for instance,as the proportionof individualsplayingyour strategy drops, it becomes more difficultto find them-and this is reflected in a higher cost for those attemptingto do so. The more determined you are to find them, the higheryour correlationcoefficient,and the more resourcesyou can be expectedto expendsearching,on average. Once again, the increasein realismincreasesthe basin of attraction towardthe greedy-modestpolymorphism.Rough estimatesagain show that there is an increasein the size of the polymorphicbasin of attraction (this time about 13%)in Figure 5 compared with Figure 4. Here c has been arbitrarilyset at 0.3. As the value of c rises, the basin of attractiontoward the polymorphismgets larger. 5. Conclusion.Typical applications of non-evolutionarygame theory to rational decision theory seek to find the rational strategiesfor individualsin situationsin which theirdecisionsaremutuallyinfluencing. That endeavoris normative,ratherthan descriptive,in that it purports to tell us how it is rationalto choose, given that others act rationally. Sometimes, however, such "optimizingmodels" are offered as evolutionary explanationsof actual behavior.26In the study of non human 26. The relation between game theory's normativeuses in decision theory and its explanatory uses in evolutionarytheory is a complicatedtopic which we cannot treat in detail here. Sometimes, the idea is simply that a demonstrationof the optimality of some behavior can be invoked as an explanationof the behavior, because naturalselection finds (at least local) optima. But game theoristssuch as Skyrmsmodel the evo-
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animals, such models have been widely applied in behavioralecology (Kamil, Krebs, and Pulliam 1987;Stephensand Krebs 1986), and less widely to social behavior (Emlen and Wrege 1994). And there is no principled reason why such models could not be usefully applied to human behavior. We have suggestedsome broad guidelinesfor assessingexplanations of human behavior which employ game theoretic models. We urged that such explanations should be representative,robust, and flexible. Brian Skyrmsclaims both robustnessand flexibilityfor his account of the evolution of a propensity to demand 1/2 in divide-the-cake.We have argued, in effect, that his explanation does not display these virtues to the extent that he supposes. Skyrms explicitly claims that the stability of the attractingequilibrium at demand 1/2 makes the details of the dynamics unimportant. But, in fact, the details of the dynamics determine the rationale for correlation,and hence the way in which it must be implementedin the model. Under the interpretationsof the model which strikeus as most realistic, there is a very considerable basin of attraction pulling the population toward a greedy-modestpolymorphismin which demand 1/2 is wiped out. Thus, his explanation is neither as flexible nor as robust as it first appears. Our point here is not to deny the possibility of good generalistevolutionary explanationsof human behavior. Instead, we have sought to display the ambitions of such explanations, and the conditions they must meet to satisfy these ambitions. Generalist explanations are in place wherever,and because, circumstancesare such that the specific causal details which producedthe explanandumare not importantfor understandingit. Thus, they are best suited to the explanationof generalitieswhich can be produced by a variety of distinct causal routes. If there are such generalitiesin human behavior, an explanation displaying how formal featuresof the behaviormake it successfulagainst the relevant range of alternativesin a variety of contexts will be important and insightful. But not every mathematicaldemonstrationof some variety of robustnessoffers such a prospect. REFERENCES Alexander, Richard (1979), Darwinismand Human Affairs. Seattle: University of Washington Press. Axelrod, Robert (1984), The Evolution of Cooperation.New York: Basic Books.



lutionaryprocess itself, where what evolves is not always rational. Thus, for example, Elliott Soberhas pointed out to us that cooperationin the one-shotprisoner'sdilemma can evolve when there is correlationamong interactors,even though it is still rational to defect.
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APPENDIX As we note in the paper, our model differs from Skyrms'sin a number of respects.First, our populations are finite. Second, we pair playersindividually in a given round until the population existing in that round is exhausted.This allows us to model a situation in which each strategy is either positively or negativelycorrelatedand where each such correlationis unconstrainedby the correlationsbeing pursued by the other strategies.These differences,we believe, are justified because they allow for a more realistic account of the evolutionary problem. Furthermore,despite these differences, it should be emphasizedthat our model completelyreproducesSkyrms'sresultsin the situations he considers. Let S , S2, S representrespectively1/3ers, 1/2ers,2/3ers;that is, they label the different strategies. Let N1, N2, N3 representthe number of the various types in the population. These numbersare input at the beginningof the game. We have: N + N2 + N3 = Nt,.



Hence, the proportion (or relative frequency) of the strategies, Pr(Si) (i { 1,2,3}), in the beginningof our simulationis: Pr(S)



Ntot



Likewise,before the start of the game we input the variouscorrelationfactors. These are numbers e,. (For example, in Figure 4 we have e, = 0, e2 = .2, e3 = -0.2.) The round begins as follows: We choose a random number between 0 and 1. This intervalis dividedinto three segmentsthe lengthsof which are the relative frequenciesPr(Si). Suppose for this example that the population contains some 1/2ers(N2 # 0) and the random numberlies in the interval of length Pr(S2).This means that a 1/2erhas been chosen to play first. Next we need to calculatethe various conditional probabilitiesthat that playerwill play a 1/3er, a 1/2er, and a 2/3er. Becauseour model sampleswithout replacementwe need firstto recalculate the relative frequenciesof the various players given that we have selected a 1/2erfirst. These are given as follows: Pr(SI)



=



N,



I Pr(S2) Ntt-1' lytotCtt



N2- 1



Nt
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Pr(S3)



N3 N Atot --1.
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The probabilitythat our 1/2er will meet another 1/2er is then determinedas follows. (The correlationcoefficiente2was input at the beginningof the game.) If e2 > 0, then If e2< 0 then



Pr(S21S2) = Pr(S2) + e2 Pr(not - S2). Pr(S21S2) = Pr(S2) + e2 Pr(S2).



The probabilitythat she will meet a 1/3eris given by Pr(SlIS2) = (1 - Pr(S21S2))



Pr(S3) + Pr(S3)' Pr(S,)



and the probabilitythat she will meet a 2/3er by Pr(S3) Pr(S) Pr(S,) + Pr(S3)'



Pr(S31S2) = (1 - Pr(S21S2))



In general,correlationsare input to yield Pr(SISi);i we have Pr(SIS ) = (1 - Pr(SIS+))



{1,2,3}. Forj 7 k = i



Pr(S)



Pr(S) + Pr(Sk)'



We now divide the unit interval into 3 segments of length Pr(S21S2),



and choose anotherrandomnumbern in that interval. Pr(S,1S2), and Pr(S31S2)



Which of these segments of [0,1] n finds itself in determineswho our 1/2er plays with. Suppose that n is in the segmentcorrespondingto the strategyS,. Then our 1/2erplays a 1/3er and since together they demand less than 100% of the cake, they each get what they ask for. They surviveto play again in the next round. On the other hand, if n is such that our 1/2ermust play a 2/3er, then since together they demand more than 100%of the cake, neitherplayer receivesa share. In this case neither survivesto play again in the next round. The round continues in exactly the same way. (i) A player is randomly chosen from the remaining population. (ii) The relative proportions of the differentstrategiesare recalculated.(iii) The various conditionalprobabilities for the chosen player to play a 1/3er,a 1/2er,and a 2/3er are then calculated. (iv) A second random number is chosen which then determinesaccordingto the probabilitiesin (iii) who the first player meets. (v) Individualswho have receiveda payoff surviveand proceed to the next round; those who have not are killed off. Finally, at the end of the round-when there are no more players to be chosen-we renormalizethe populationsso that the total numberis once again Ntotand the differentstrategiesSi are representedin new relativeproportions
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determinedby the payoffs they receivedin the last round:Let Nf be the number of players of strategy S, remaining at the end of the round. Let Nnal = 1/3Nf, + 1/2Ns2 + 2/3 N3. Finally, define Nnev,ito be the number of players of



strategyS, startingthe next round. We have Nnewl= 113Nfl



NtoN final



Nnew2



l12Nf2Ntt final



N Nnew3 =



2/3Nf3 final



where, of course, Ntot



N=



Nnewi.
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